1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Due to increase of work frequency and heat flux of electronic system, the dissipation of heat from it become major problem in electronic component design. Miniaturization of electronic system need more heat dissipation from compact thermal devices. Effective heat transfer using compact system is essential for modern thermal management system, especially for cooling application of CPUs, LEDs, rectifiers, thyristors, transistors, travelling wave collectors, audio and RF amplifiers and high density semiconductors. Since the reliability electronic components is sensitive to their operating temperature, it is important to optimize the thermal management components with higher cooling flux. Step have been taken to improve heat dissipation by using heat pipe technology is one of key solution for such a problem. In this article mono and hybrid nanofluids based heat pipe including cylindrical, flat, pulsating, rotating, loop and thermosyphon are considered for analysis. The related research work carried out for the past 10 years are reviewed in term of types of heat pipe, size, material and application, types of working medium, its filling ratio and operating condition, preparation methods, characterization techniques, performance characteristics and variables etc. The main segment deals with a comprehensive review on major research carried out in various aspects of nanofluids based heat pipe technology. The final phase discussed the current issues, future trends and their research direction for nanofluids based heat pipe technology.

1.1. Heat pipe {#sec1.1}
--------------

Heat pipes is passive device that transfer heat form heat source to heat sink over relatively long distance via latent heat of vaporization of working fluid [@bib1]. Heat pipe is divided into three sub sections (1) evaporator, (2) adiabatic and (3) condenser section as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Heat pipe.Fig. 1

Different structures such as different types of grooves, wire mesh, sintered powder metal and fiber/spring are provided at inner wall of heat pipe as shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Proper quantity of working fluid is filled inside the heat pipe and sealed after creating required vacuum [@bib2]. There are many configurations of heat pipe are observed in open literature like cylindrical heat pipe, flat heat pipe, thermosyphon, pulsating heat pipe, oscillating heat pipe, loop heat pipe, rotating heat pipe etc.Fig. 2Different wick structures.Fig. 2

1.2. Working medium {#sec1.2}
-------------------

A fluid which filled inside the heat pipe and sealed after creating required vacuum is known as working medium. The primary need of working medium is to absorb latent heat of evaporation from evaporator section and reject it as latent heat of condensation at condenser section. Due to pressure difference, working medium moves from evaporator section to condenser section in gaseous phase and return back in liquid form through wick structure using capillarity action. Various types of working medium are widely used in heat pipe as shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. This article is specially focused on mono and hybrid nanofluids as working fluid in heat pipe technology.Fig. 3Various types of working medium used in heat pipe.Fig. 3

1.3. Nanofluids {#sec1.3}
---------------

A fluid suspended with nanoparticles (less than 100nm size) of metallic or non-metallic substance uniformly and stably suspended in conventional fluid is known as nanofluids [@bib3]. Wide range of nanoparticles in various shapes such as spherical, cylindrical etc. is manufactured from pure metals (Au, Ag, Cu, Fe), metal oxides (CuO, SiO~2~, Al~2~O~3~, TiO~2~, ZnO, Fe~3~O~4~, Fe~2~O~3~, MgO), carbides (SiC, TiC), nitrides (AlN, SiN) and different types of carbon (diamond, graphite, single/multi wall carbon nanotubes) by different chemical processes. Traditional liquids used as base fluids are water, ethylene glycol, refrigerants and engine oil. Nanoparticles can be mixed with different base fluids in different concentration ratio. Hence, enhancement of thermal performance of heat pipe using nanoparticles mainly depends upon parameters such as type, size, shape and concentration of nanoparticles and base fluid [@bib2].

The concise published review articles related to nanofluids \[[@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10]\] are shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Major reviews are related to preparation of nanoparticles, nanofluids preparation methods, characterization, challenges like stability and aggregation, properties and applications of it.Table 1List of various review articles related to nanofluids.Table 1AuthorTitleJournalYearLi et al. [@bib4]A review on development of nanofluid preparation and characterizationPowder Technology2009Haddad et al. [@bib5]A review on how the researchers prepare their nanofluidsInternational Journal of Thermal Sciences2014Sidik et al. [@bib6]A review on preparation methods and challenges of nanofluidsInternational Communications in Heat and Mass Transfer2014Babita et al. [@bib7]Preparation and evaluation of stable nanofluids for heat transfer application: A reviewExperimental Thermal and Fluid Science2016Devendiran et al. [@bib8]A review on preparation, characterization, properties and applications of nanofluidsRenewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews2016Ali et al. [@bib9]Preparation Techniques of TiO2 Nanofluis and Challenges: A ReviewApplied Science2018Sajid et al. [@bib10]Recent advances in application of nanofluids in heat transfer devices: A critical reviewRenewable and Sustainable Energy Review2019

1.4. Hybrid nanofluids {#sec1.4}
----------------------

Earlier studies of single-component nanofluids have shown a huge potential for thermal conductivity augmentation. However, progress in such research has been limited due to the more need for enhanced properties of heat transfer fluids. Thermal conductivities of ceramic oxides such as Al~2~O~3~, SiO~2~ and TiO~2~ are lower than those of metals like silver, copper and gold or carbon compounds such as diamond, carbon nanotubes and graphene. Aggregation of pure metal like Ag, Cu and oxides like CuO are higher than oxides like Al~2~O~3~ due to higher mass density. In recent years, as nanotechnology has rapidly developed, low thermal conductivity and stability issues of nanofluids could be overcome by combination of more than one component nanoparticle to achieve synergetic effect which is termed as composite/hybrid nano-additive. A suspension with compositions of hybrid nano-additives termed as 'hybrid nanofluid' leads to an increased thermal conductivity and stability which facilitates heat transfer enhancement [@bib11].

Suresh et al. [@bib12], presented synthesis of Al~2~O~3~-Cu/DI water (90:20 weight proportion) hybrid nanofluids with sodium lauryl sulphate (SLS) as dispersant. They investigated the thermal conductivity and viscosity of hybrid nanofluids by experiments. Maximum enhancement in thermal conductivity was 12.11% at 2% volume concentration. Madhesh et al. [@bib13] had experimentally, studied the tube in tube type counter flow heat exchanger using Cu-TiO~2~/water as working medium. Convective heat transfer coefficient, Nusselt number and overall heat transfer coefficient were increased by 52%, 49% and 68% respectively as compare with water. Hung et al. [@bib14] evaluated the performance of air cooled heat exchanger system using Graphene oxide, and graphite-2H/amorphous carbon as working fluid. Thermal conductivity, density, specific heat, and viscosity of the HCNFs (Hybrid Carbon Nanofluid) were higher than water mean while pumping power and cooling system also increased. They conclude that HCNFs are more suitable for heat exchange at a higher flow rate. Sundar et al. [@bib15] had experimentally, investigated the circular heat tube using MWCNT (Multi-Wall Carbon Nanotubes)--Fe~3~O~4~/water as working fluid. As compared to base fluid, the Nusselt number was enhanced by 31.10%. Pumping power was increased by 1.18 times for the particle loading of 0.3% at a Reynolds number of 22,000. Yarmand et al. [@bib16] had experimentally, investigated heat transfer enhancement in circular tube using Graphene Nanoplatelets -Silver (GNP-Ag)/DI water hybrid nanofluid. Thermal conductivity was improved by 22.22% and viscosity enhanced by 1.3-times at 0.1% particle weight concentration and 40 °C temperature. Esfe et al. [@bib17], Presented thermal conductivity of Cu-TiO~2~/Water/EG (Ethylene Glycol) hybrid nanofluid with the help of experimental data and modelling using artificial neural network. The properties of nanofluids were measured at various concentrations (0.1--2.0 %) and temperature range from 30 to 60 °C. In ANN (Artificial Neural Network), MSE (Mean Square Error) and correlation coefficient were 2.62e-5 and 0.999 respectively. Suresh et al. [@bib18] had experimentally, studied circular tube using Al~2~O~3~--Cu/water hybrid nanofluids. Nusselt number and Reynold number were enhancement by13.56% and 1730 as compared to water.

The concise published review articles related to hybrid nanofluids \[[@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26]\] are shown in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. Major reviews are related to recent research, hybrid nanofluids preparation methods, characterization, applications, thermal conductivity challenges like stability, enhancement in viscosity, various heat transfer and fluid properties of it.Table 2List of various review articles related to hybrid nanofluids.Table 2AuthorTitleJournalYearSarkar et al. [@bib19]A review on hybrid nanofluids: Recent research, development and applicationsRenewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews2015Sidik et al. [@bib20]Recent progress on hybrid nanofluids in heat transfer applications: A comprehensive reviewInternational Communications in Heat and Mass Transfer2016Babu et al. [@bib21]State-of-art review on hybrid nanofluidsRenewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews2017Minea et al. [@bib22]Influence of hybrid nanofluids on the performance of parabolic trough collectors in solar thermal systems: Recent findings and numerical comparisonRenewable Energy2017Sidik et al. [@bib23]A review on preparation methods, stability and applications of hybrid nanofluidsRenewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews2017Sundar et al. [@bib24]Hybrid nanofluids preparation, thermal properties, heat transfer and friction factor -- A reviewRenewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews2017Sajid et al. [@bib25]Thermal conductivity of hybrid nanofluids: A critical reviewInternational Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer2018Babar et al. [@bib26]Viscosity of Hybrid Nanofluids: A Critical ReviewJ. Thermal Science2019

1.5. Preparation methods {#sec1.5}
------------------------

Nanofluids can be prepared by two methods, (i) one step method, and (ii) two step method. In one step method, the nano size particles are made and dispersed in to a base fluid simultaneously. In two step method, the nano size particles are produced in first step and dispersed into base fluid in second step. These methods should prepare a homogeneous and stable solid liquid mixture by avoiding agglomeration, possible erosion and clogging of nanaofluids.

1.6. Characterization techniques {#sec1.6}
--------------------------------

The nanofluids are characterized by the following techniques: SEM, TEM, XRD, FT-IR, DLS, TGA Raman and Zeta potential analysis. SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) analysis is carried to study the micro structure and morphology of nanoparticles or nanostructured materials. TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy) is similar to SEM but it has much higher resolution than SEM. Images taken by XRD (X-ray Diffraction) technique are help full to identify and study the crystal behavior of nanoparticles. FT-IR (Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy) is use to study the surface chemistry of solid particles and solid-liquid particles, DLS (Dynamic Light Scattering) analysis is performed to estimate the average size of nanoparticles which are dispersed in the base liquid media. TGA (Thermo-gravimetric Analysis) is used to study the influence of heating and melting on the thermal stabilities of nanoparticles. Raman spectroscopic technique is used to provide a structural fingerprint by which molecules can be identified. Zeta potential value is related to the stability of nanoparticles in base fluid [@bib27].

2. Main text {#sec2}
============

2.1. Review of experimental and theoretical work related to use of mono and hybrid nanofluids in heat pipe {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 2.1.1. Thermosyphon {#sec2.1.1}

Noie et al [@bib28], experimentally, studied the heat transfer enhancement in two phase closed thermosyphon using Al~2~O~3~/water. 1000 mm long copper pipe was used as container material. Al~2~O~3~ nanoparticles were dispersed in distillate water by ultrasonication without using dispersed for 1--3 v% concentration. Huminic et al. [@bib29], experimental studied the thermal performance of thermosyphon heat pipe using iron oxide/DI water nanofluid. Nanofluids were prepared by one step method. XRD and HRTEM (High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy) technique were used for characterization.

Parametthanuwat et al. [@bib30], experimentally, studied the application of silver nanofluids in two phase closed thermosyphon. Nanofluids were prepared by suspending nanoparticles of Ag in base fluid using ultrasonic vibrator for 5 hour in ultrasonic bath. Experiment was conducted at 30, 50 and 80% filling ratio of evaporator section volume and using water, water based silver nanofluid at 0.5 wt%, and nanofluid mixed with 0.5, 1 and 1.5 wt% of oleic acid. Experimental set up for the same is shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The relation between filling ratios and effectiveness are shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Results show that for each and every working medium, the filling ratio of 50% had achieved highest effectiveness.Fig. 4Schematic of initially the filling of working fluid (Parametthanuwat et al. [@bib30]).Fig. 4*Reprinted from Nanoscale Research Letters, 6:315, Thanya Parametthanuwat, Sampan Rittidech, Adisak Pattiya, Yulong Ding and Sanjeeva Witharana, Application of silver nanofluid containing oleic acid surfactant in a thermosyphon economizer, Pages No.04, Copyright (2011), with permission from Springer Nature*Fig. 5Relationship between filling ratios and effectiveness (Parametthanuwat et al. [@bib30]).Fig. 5*Reprinted from Nanoscale Research Letters, 6:315, Thanya Parametthanuwat, Sampan Rittidech, Adisak Pattiya, Yulong Ding and Sanjeeva Witharana, Application of silver nanofluid containing oleic acid surfactant in a thermosyphon economizer, Pages No.08, Copyright (2011), with permission from Springer Nature*

Huminic et al. [@bib31], experimentally and numerically, studied the heat transfer characteristics of thermosyphon heat pipe using Fe~2~O~3~/water nanofluid. Nanofluid was prepared by two step method. XRD, SAED and HRTEM techniques were performed for characterization. Kamyar et al. [@bib32], experimentally, studied the effects of Al~2~O~3~/DI water and TiSiO~4~/DI water nanofluids on heat transfer characteristics of a two phase closed thermosyphon. Nanofluids were prepared by two step method using ultrasonic homogenizer at 50 kHz sound frequency. TEM technique was used for characterization of both nanofluids. Liu et al. [@bib33], experimentally, studied the thermal performance of an open thermosyphon using CuO/DI water nanofluid for evacuated tubular high temperature air solar collector. Nanofluid was prepated by direct dispersing CuO particles in base fluid and than oscillated continuously for about 10 hour in ultrasonic bath with working frequency of 25--40kHz. SEM technique was used to analyse the nanoparticle suspension in nanofluid. Menlik et al. [@bib34], experimentally, investigated the thermosyphon type heat pipe using MgO/water nanofluids. One step method was used for nanofluids preparation (see [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}).Table 3Summary of experimental and theoretical works related to Thermosyphon using nanofluids.Table 3LiteratureDesc. of Working MediumDesc. of operating parametersCritique OutcomeYearNoie et al. [@bib28]Types of nanofluids: Al~2~O~3~/water\
% concentration: 1--3 v%\
Particle size (nm): 20Heat Load (W): 50, 100, 150, 200\
Surface temperature (°C): 28-58oEfficiency was increased up to 14.7% as compared with pure water.2009Huminic et al. [@bib29]Types of nanofluids: Iron oxide/DI Water\
% concentration: 2.0, 5.3 %\
Filling ratio: 12% HP\
Particle size (nm): 4-5Orientation (Deg.): 45, 90\
Surface temperature (°C): 25-65oThermal resistance of thermosyphon with iron oxide nanofluid had lower than DI water.oThermal resistance was decreased by increasing concentration.2011Parametthanuwat et al. [@bib30]Types of nanofluids: Ag/water\
% concentration: 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 w%\
Filling ratio: 30, 40, 80 % V~Evap.~Heat Load: 0--4 kW/m2\
Surface temperature (°C): 60, 70, 80oHighest heat flux of 25 kW/m^2^ and highest effectiveness of 0.3 were achieved at 50 % filling ratio and 1 wt% concentration.2011Huminic et al. [@bib31]Types of nanofluids: Fe~2~O~3~/water\
% concentration: 2, 5.3 v%\
Particle size (nm): 4-5Orientation (Deg.): 60, 70, 80, 90\
Heat Load (W): 60, 70, 80, 90\
Surface temperature (°C): 60-90oExperimental and numerical results showed better heat transfer characteristics of thermosyphon using nanofluid as compared with water.2013Kamyar et al. [@bib32]Types of nanofluids: Al~2~O~3~, TiSiO~4~/water\
% concentration: 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.075 v%\
Particle size (nm): 13, 50Heat Load (W): 40, 70, 120, 180, 210\
Surface temperature (°C): 20-80\
Pressure: -0.9 baroThermal resistance was decreased by 65% with 0.05 v% Al~2~O~3~ and 57% with 0.075 v% TiSiO~4~ nanofluids.2013Liu et al. [@bib33]Types of nanofluids: CuO/DI Water\
% concentration: 0.8--1.5 wt%\
Filling ratio: 60% V~Evap.~\
Particle size (nm): 20-50Heat Load (W): 300-1200\
Surface temperature (°C): 0-40°oAir outlet temperature and system collecting efficiency of the solar air collector using nanofluid was higher than water.2013Menlik et al. [@bib34]Types of nanofluids: MgO/Water\
% concentration: 1--5 v%\
Filling ratio: 33.3% HP\
Particle size (nm): 40Heat Load (W): 200, 300, 400\
Surface temperature (°C): 20-80oHeat transfer rate was enhanced by 26% at 200 W heating power and 7.5 g/s flow rate.2015

### 2.1.2. Cylindrical grooved heat pipe {#sec2.1.2}

Do et al. [@bib35], prepared mathematical model to study the thermal performance of heat pipe with rectangular groove weak using water based Al~2~O~3~ nanofluid. Nanofluids were prepared by two step method using oscillated ultrasonic homogenizer for 12 hrs. Liu et al. [@bib36], experimentally, studied the thermal performance of inclined grooved heat pipes using CuO/water nanofluid at 1.0 wt% concentration. Nanofluids were prepared by direct dispersing CuO particles in DI water and oscillated for 10 hr in an ultrasonic water bath with a frequency of 25--40 kHz. Wang et al. [@bib37], experimentally, studied the operational characteristics of cylindrical miniature grooved heat pipe using CuO/DI water nanofluids. Nanofluids were prepared by two step method using oscillation it for 10 hr in an ultrasonic bath with a working frequency of 25--40 kHz. SEM technique was implemented to characterization the heat pipe using water and nanofluids as working medium. Han et al. [@bib38], studied thermal characteristics of grooved (square) heat pipe (SS tube) with hybrid (Ag:Al~2~O~3~/water) nanofluids. Nanofluids were prepped by two step method using ultrasonic bath fot 16--20 hrs. SEM technique was used to visualize the particle deposition on pipe inner surface. Liu et al. [@bib37], studied the effect of Cu/DI water, CuO/DI water and SiO/water nanofluids on thermal performance of cylindrical micro grooved heat pipe using nanofluids. Each types of nanoparticles were dispersed in DI water and oscillated in an ultrasonic bath for 12 h with working frequency of 40 kHz. TEM technique was used for characterization of nanofluids and grooved heat pipe. Latibari et al. [@bib39], experimentally, investigated the effect of aqueous nitrogen dropped graphene nanofluid on thermal performance of grooved copper heat pipe. Nanofluid was prepared using one step method. FESEM (Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy) technique was used for characterization (see [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}).Table 4Summary of experimental and theoretical works related to cylindrical heat pipe with grooved wick structure using nanofluids.Table 4LiteratureDesc. of Working MediumDesc. of operating parametersCritique OutcomeYearDo et al. [@bib35]Types of nanofluids: Al~2~O~3~/Water\
% concentration: 0--1.2 v%\
Particle size (nm): 10--60Surface temperature (°C): 75--100oThermal resistance tends to decrease with particle size.o1.0 v% is optimum concentration for better performance.2010Liu et al. [@bib36]Types of nanofluids: CuO/Water\
% concentration: 0.5--2.0 wt%\
Filling ratio: 50% V~Evap.~\
Particle size (nm): 50Orientation (Deg.): 0, 30, 60, 75, 90\
Heat Load (W): 0-180\
Surface temperature (°C): 25--70\
Pressure: 7.45, 12.38, 19.97 kPao45° inclination angle is optimum angle.oMaximum heat flux and HTC (Heat Transfer Coefficient) was enhanced by using nanofluids.oPerformance was increased by increasing pressure.2010Wang et al. [@bib37]Types of nanofluids: CuO/DI Water\
% concentration: 0.5--2.0 wt%\
Filling ratio: 50% V~Evap.~\
Particle size (nm): 50Heat Load (W): 0-100\
Surface temperature (°C): 35--180\
Pressure: 0.086 PaoHeat resistance and maximum heat removal capacity of heat pipe could reduce by 50% and increased by 40% as compared to water respectively.2010Han et al. [@bib38]Types of nanofluids: Ag- Al~2~O~3~/Water\
% concentration: 0.005--0.05 v%\
Particle size (nm): 27, 89Orientation (Deg.): 5, 45, 90\
Heat Load (W): 50--300 W (dW = 50W)oUse of mono and hydrid nanofluids leads to worse thermal performance.2011Liu et al. [@bib40]Types of nanofluids: Cu, CuO, SiO~2~/water\
% concentration: 0.5, 1.0, 1.2 wt%\
Particle size (nm): 20, 30, 40, 50Heat Load (W): 0--70\
Surface temperature (°C): 40, 50, 60\
Pressure: 7.45, 12.38, 19.97 kPaoSmaller size nanoparticles had better heat transfer rate as compare to larger size.o1.0 wt% mass concentration was optimum for better performance.2011Latibari et al. [@bib39]Types of nanofluids: NDG/Water\
% concentration: 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06 wt%Orientation (Deg.): 0--90\
Heat Load (W): 0--120 W\
Surface temperature (°C): 15-40\
Pressure: 1 kPaoThermal resistance was decrease by 58.6 % and heat transfer coefficient was enhanced by 99% at 0.06 wt% concentration, 90° inclination angle and 120 W heat loads.2016

### 2.1.3. Cylindrical screen mesh heat pipe {#sec2.1.3}

Shukla [@bib41] studied experimental performance of cylindrical copper heat pipe with DI water, DI water-Ag and DI water Cu working fluid. Nanofluids were prepared using one step method and characterized using SEM technique. Liu et al. [@bib42], experimentally, studied mesh heat pipe using CuO/DI water nanofluid. Evaporating heat transfer coefficient averagely increased by 2.5 times at 1.0 wt% concentration. Two step method by 10 hrs oscillation in ultrasonic bath was used for nanofluids preparation and TEM technique was used for characterization. Mousa [@bib1], experimentally, studied circular heat pipe with 2-layer screen mesh using Al~2~O~3~/water. Two step method was used for nanofluids preparation. Hajian et al. [@bib3], experimentally, investigated thermal performance of cylindrical heat pipe with screen mesh using nanofluid (Suspended silver nanoparticles in DI water). For characterization, TEM technique was used and one step method was used to produce nanofluids. Putra et al. [@bib43], experimentally, studied the performance of screen mesh wick heat pipe using Al~2~O~3~/Water, Al~2~O~3~/EG, TiO~2~/Water, TiO~2~/EG and ZnO/EG nanofluid. Nanofluids were prepared by two step method using ultrasonicating for 60 min. SEM and XRD techniques were used for characterization. Senithkumar et al. [@bib44], experimentally, investigated the effect of inclination angle in cylindrical heat pipe performance using Cu/DI water nanofluid. Two step method using ultrasonic homogenization was used for nanofluids preparation. Solomon et al. [@bib45], experimentally investigated the thermal performance of 4-layered screen wick heat pipe with nanoparticles coated wick and without coated one. 1 gm copper nanoparticles with 1 litre DI water were mixed using ultrasonic vibrator for 30 min. SEM technique was used for characterization of nanofluids. The measurement scheme of experiment for measuring different parameters and thermocouple tappings on heat pipe are shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 6(a) Measurement scheme of the heat pipe (b) Arrangement of thermocouples on the heat pipe (Solomon et al. [@bib45]).Fig. 6*Reprinted from Applied Thermal Engineering, 36, A. Brusly Solomon, K. Ramachandran, B.C. Pillai, Thermal performance of a heat pipe with nanoparticles coated wick, Pages No.106-112, Copyright (2011), with permission from Elsevier*

Wang et al. [@bib46], experimentally, studied the thermal performance of inclined miniature mesh heat pipe using Water-CuO nanofluid. Nanofluids were prepared by two step method using ultrasonic water bath for 10 hour. Asirvatham et al. [@bib47], experimentally, studied the heat transfer performance of screen mesh wick heat pipe using Ag/water nanofluid for removal of heat from power transistor in electronics and processors in computers. Nanofluids were prepared using dispersion of Ag nanoparticles in DI water and sonicated well for bout 1 hour in ultrasonicater of 50--60 kHz frequency. Nanofluids and screen mesh wick structure were characterized using SEM technique. Kole et al. [@bib48], experimentally, studied the thermal performance of screen mesh wick heat pipe using Cu/DI water nanofluids for different concentration and inclination angles of heat pipe. Nanofluids were prepared using two step method by sonication and homogenization and characterized using TEM and DLS measurement. Kumar et al. [@bib49], experimentally, studied heat transfer enhancement in screen mesh type cylindrical heat pipe using DI water, TiO~2~/water and TiO~2~/n-Butanol as working medium. Saleh et al. [@bib50], experimentally investigated the thermal conductivity of screen mesh wick heat pipe using ZnO/ethylene glycol nanofluids. Nanofluids were prepared by two step method using ultrasonic irradiation for dispersing nanoparticles in ethylene glycol and characterized using XRD patterns. Saleh et al. [@bib51], experimentally studied the transport properties of TiO~2~ nanoparticles dispersed in DI water with 1.0 % volume concentration and 10--600 °C temperature range using SS screen mesh wick heat pipe. Two step method by dissolving nanoparticles in DI water was used for nanofluids preparation and XRD pattern and FESEM image were used for characterization. Ghanbarpour et al. [@bib52], experimentally, investigated 2-layered copper screen mesh heat pipe using SiC/DI water nanofluids. Two step method with ultrasonic mixing was used for nanofluids preparation. XRD and SEM techniques were used for characterization. Kim et al. [@bib53], experimentally, compared the thermal performance of SiC/water nanofluid filled heat pipe and water filled heat pipe with SiC nanoparticle coated screen mesh wick. SiC/water nanofluids were prepared by dispersing weighted particles into base fluid and sonicated for 3 hr. The SEM images of prepared nanoparticles and wicks coating are taken to support the thermal characteristics. Mortezza et al. [@bib54], experimentally, investigated the thermal performance of 2 layer screen mesh type cylindrical heat pipe (copper made) using Al~2~O~3~/DI water nanofluid. Nanofluids were prepared by two step method and characterized using TEM. After test, heat pipe was tested using SEM. Venkatachalapathy et al. [@bib55], experimentally, analysed the performance of cylindrical heat pipe using CuO/DI water nanofluids. Two step method by ultrasonic homogenized of 40kHz for 60 min was used for nanofluids preparation. HRTEM technique was used for characterization. Wang et al. [@bib56], experimentally, studied screen mesh heat pipe using SiO~2~ nanofluids for high power LED (Light emitting diodes). Suspending SiO~2~ nanoparticles in DI water and stirred for ultrasonic vibration bath about 10 hrs was used for preparation (Two step method). Ghanbarpour et al. [@bib57], studied the thermal performance of screen mesh heat pipe with Al~2~O~3~ nanofluid. Nanofluid was prepared using two step method and TEM technique was used for characterization. [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, shows the schematic diagram of experimental set up.Fig. 7Diagram of the experimental system (Ghanbarpour. [@bib57]).Fig. 7*Reprinted from Experimental Thermal and Fluid Science, 66, M. Ghanbarpour,N. Nikkam,R. Khodabandeh,M.S. Toprak,M. Muhammed, Thermal performance of screen mesh heat pipe with Al2O3 nanofluid, Pages No.213-220, Copyright (2015), with permission from Elsevier*

Kim et al. [@bib58], experimentally, studied the effects of graphene oxide/water nanofluids on screen mesh heat pipe performance and capillary limits. Nanofluids were prepared by a two step method dispersing weighted nanoparticles into distilled water and sonicating the mixture continuously for 6 hour. SEM technique was used to characterized the nanofluid. Chavda [@bib59], experimentally, investigated two layer screen mesh, cylindrical copper heat pipe using silver nanofluid. Two step method was used to prepare nanofluids. Different nanoparticles size, concentration, filling ratio were investigated. Ramachandran et al. [@bib60], experimentally, studied cylindrical, screen mesh heat pipe using Al~2~O~3~-CuO/DI water hybrid nanofluids.

[Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, shows the schematic diagram of experimental set up. Two step method by ultrasonic disruptor for 1 hour was used for nanofluids preparation. XRD and TEM techniques were used for nanofluids characterization and SEM technique was used for heat pipe microstructure analysis. Senthil et al. [@bib61], experimentally, investigated the thermal characteristics by filling ratio of Al~2~O~3~/DI water nanofluid in wire mesh heat pipe. Nanoparticles were dispersed in water by using ultrasonic vibrator for 6 hour to obtain 1v% concentration and characterized using SEM technique. Kavusi et al. [@bib62], numerically, investigated the thermal efficiency of copper made cylindrical heat pipe by varying % charge volume, inclination angle, % nanoparticle volume concentration and using Al2O3, Ag, CuO/water nanofluids. Mahdavi et al. [@bib63], experimentally studied the thermal characteristics of heat pipe. Charging and evacuation system of heat pipe are well established and presented in their article which is shown in [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 8Experimental Setup (Ramachandran et al. [@bib60]).Fig. 8*Reprinted from International Communications in Heat and Mass Transfer, 76, R. Ramachandran,K. Ganesan,M.R. Rajkumar,L.G. Asirvatham,S. Wongwises, Comparative study of the effect of hybrid nanoparticle on the thermal performance of cylindrical screen mesh heat pipe, Pages No.294-300, Copyright (2016), with permission from Elsevier*Fig. 9Charging and evacuation system (Mahdavi et al. [@bib63]).Fig. 9*Reprinted from Experimental Thermal and Fluid Science, 93, Mahboobe Mahdavi, Saeed Tiari, Sven De Schampheleire, Songgang Qiu, Experimental study of the thermal characteristics of a heat pipe, Pages No.292-304, Copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier*

Over filling of heat pipe leads to increase the thermal resistance due to excess liquid interfering with evaporation and condensation process. Four layered copper mesh was used as a wick structure in their analysis, the wick insertion in cylindrical container is shown in [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 10Wick insertion for the cylindrical containers (Mahdavi et al. [@bib63]).Fig. 10*Reprinted from Experimental Thermal and Fluid Science, 93, Mahboobe Mahdavi, Saeed Tiari, Sven De Schampheleire, Songgang Qiu, Experimental study of the thermal characteristics of a heat pipe, Pages No.292-304, Copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier*

Specially designed variable angle stand was prepared for the analysis of angle variation on performance of heat pipe. Mounted heat pipe in horizontal orientation, inclined with 60° angle and vertical orientation were as per shown in [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 11Heat pipe mounted on a base plate (Mahdavi et al. [@bib63]).Fig. 11*Reprinted from Experimental Thermal and Fluid Science, 93, Mahboobe Mahdavi, Saeed Tiari, Sven De Schampheleire, Songgang Qiu, Experimental study of the thermal characteristics of a heat pipe, Pages No.292-304, Copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier*

Gravity opposes orientation leads to deterioration in performance as compared with horizontal orientation (see [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}).Table 5Summary of experimental and theoretical works related to cylindrical heat pipe with screen mesh type wick structure using nanofluids.Table 5LiteratureDesc. of Working MediumDesc. of operating parametersCritique OutcomeYearShukla [@bib41]Types of nanofluids: Ag, Cu/Water\
% concentration: 0.01,-0.15 wt%Heat Load (W): 100--250\
Surface temperature (°C): 10--85oEfficiency was enhanced by 8% using Ag/DI water and 14% using Cu/DI water nanofluids as compare with DI water.2010Liu et al. [@bib42]Types of nanofluids: CuO/DI Water\
% concentration: 0.5--2.0 wt%\
Filling ratio: 60 % V~Evap.~\
Particle size (nm): 50Heat Load (W): 20--150\
Surface temperature (°C): 60, 50, 40\
Pressure: 19.97, 12.38, 7.45 kPaoEvaporating heat transfer coefficient averagely increased by 2.5 times at 1.0 wt% concentration.oTotal heat resistance decrease by 60% using 1.0 wt% CuO nanofluid.2011Mousa [@bib1]Types of nanofluids: Al~2~O~3~/Water\
% concentration: 0.25--1.5 v%\
Filling ratio: 20--100%\
Particle size (nm): 40Heat Load (W): 0--60 W\
Surface temperature (°C): 34--44\
Pressure: 0.01 baroOptimum filling ratio was 0.45--0.50.oThermal performance was decreased by increasing concentration.2011Hajian et al. [@bib3]Types of nanofluids: Ag/DI Water\
% concentration: 50, 200, 600 ppm\
Filling ratio: 250 ml\
Particle size (nm): 50Heat Load (W): 300--500\
Surface temperature (°C): 20-90\
Pressure: 10-2 torroThe thermal resistance and response time of heat pipe was decreased by 30% and 20% respectively as compared with DI water.2012Putra et al. [@bib43]Types of nanofluids: Ag/DI Water\
% concentration: 1--5 v%Heat Load (W): 10, 20, 30 W\
Surface temperature (°C): 20--90\
Pressure: 137.8 kPao5 v% concentrations had given best thermal performance using Ag/water nanofluid.2012Senthilkumar et al. [@bib44]Types of nanofluids: Cu/DI Water\
% concentration: 100 mg/lit.\
Particle size (nm): 40Orientation (Deg.): 0--90\
Heat Load (W): 30--70o30° and 45° are optimum angles for DI water and copper respectively.oThermal efficiency was enhanced by 10% using copper nanofluid compare with DI water.2012Solomon et al. [@bib45]Types of nanofluids: Cu/DI Water\
Particle size (nm): 80-90Heat Load (W): 100, 150, 200\
Surface temperature (°C): 30--90oThermal resistance was reduced by 40% and heat transfer coefficient was enhanced by 40% using coating in heat pipe.oTotal resistance was decreased by 19%, 15% and 14% at heat load of 100, 150 and 200 W respectively.2012Wang et al. [@bib46]Types of nanofluids: CuO/Water\
% concentration: 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 wt%\
Filling ratio: 50% V~Evap.~\
Particle size (nm): 50Orientation (Deg.): 30, 45, 60, 90\
Heat Load (W): 0--180 W\
Surface temperature (°C): 40, 50, 60\
Pressure: 7.45, 12.38, 19.97 kPaoEvaporator and condenser HTC were improve by 22% and 5% at 45° inclinations.oHeat removal capacity of heat pipe was increase by 40% using 1.0 wt% CuO.2012Asirvatham et al. [@bib47]Types of nanofluids: Ag/water\
% concentration: 0.003, 0.009 v%\
Filling ratio: 30 % Hp\
Particle size (nm): 58.35Heat Load (W): 20--100\
Surface temperature (°C): 20-160oThermal conductivity was increased by 42.4%, 56.8% and 73.% for 0.003, 0.006 and 0.009 v% respectively.oA thermal resistance was reduced by 76.2% for 0.009 v%.2013Kole et al. [@bib48]Types of nanofluids: Cu/DI Water\
% concentration: 0.0005, 0.005, 0.05, 0.5 wt%\
Particle size (nm): 40Orientation (Deg.): 45, 60, 90\
Heat Load (W): 10, 40, 70, 100\
Surface temperature (°C): 24-32oMaximum thermal conductivity was enhanced by 15% with 0.5 wt% concentration of nanofluids.oVertical orientation with 0.5 wt% concentration had 27% reduction in thermal resistance.2013Kumar et al. [@bib49]Types of nanofluids: TiO~2~/DI Water\
% concentration: 100 mg/lit.\
Filling ratio: 30 ml\
Particle size (nm): 50Orientation (Deg.): 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90\
Heat Load (W): 30, 40, 50, 60, 70\
Surface temperature (°C): 20-100oThermal efficiency of nanofluids was higher than base fluid due to dilute aqueous solution of n-Butanol which have positive surface gradient with temperature.2013Saleh et al. [@bib50]Types of nanofluids: ZnO/EG\-\--oWall temperature was reduced by 60 °C using nanofluids as compare to base fluid.2013Saleh et al. [@bib51]Types of nanofluids: TiO~2~/DI Water\
% concentration: 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 10 v%\
Particle size (nm): 33Orientation (Deg.): 0, 45, 90\
Heat Load (W): 8, 16, 24\
Surface temperature (°C): 22--190o45° inclination angle and 60% charge volume ratio had best thermal performance.2014Ghanbarpour et al. [@bib52]Types of nanofluids:SiC/Water\
% concentration: 0.35, 0.7, 1.0 wt%\
Particle size (nm): 35Orientation (Deg.): 0--90\
Heat Load (W): 50--160 W\
Temperature difference dT = 3--9 °CoMaximum heat removal capacity of the heat pipe was increases by 29% at mass concentration of 1.0 wt.%.2015Kim et al. [@bib58]Types of nanofluids: SiC/water\
% concentration: 0.01--0.1 v%\
Filling ratio: 100 % of wick vol.Heat Load (W): 120--1120\
Surface temperature (°C): 45--65\
Pressure: 12.5 kPaoEvaporation thermal resistance of SiC coated wick and SiC/water filled heat pipes had higher compared to uncoated water heat pipe.2015Mortezaa et al. [@bib54]Types of nanofluids: Al~2~O~3~/DI Water\
% concentration: 5--10 wt%\
Particle size (nm): 100-200Heat Load (W): 5, 15, 25, 35, 45\
Surface temperature (K): 295--330o5wt% concentration had improved thermal performance whereas 10wt% concentration had deteriorated the performance.2015Venkatachalapathy et al. [@bib55]Types of nanofluids: CuO/DI Water\
% concentration: 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 wt%\
Particle size (nm): 50Orientation (Deg.): 090\
Heat Load (W): 40-120\
Surface temperature (°C): 30-80\
Pressure: 7.45 kPaoEvaporation and condensation HTC were improved by 30.50% and 23.54% respectively at 60° inclination angle.2015Kim et al. [@bib58]Types of nanofluids: Graphene Oxide/water\
% concentration: 0.01, 0.03 v%\
Filling ratio: 100% of wick volume\
Particle size (nm): 350Heat Load (W): 25--450\
Surface temperature (°C): 0--140\
Pressure: 14.5 kPaoThermal resistance was decreased by 25%.o0.03 v% concentration showed lower heat transfer than 0.01 v%.2016Chavda [@bib59]Types of nanofluids: Ag/DI Water\
% concentration: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 v%\
Filling ratio: 40%\
Particle size (nm): 15, 25, 35Orientation (Deg.): 0--90\
Heat Load (W): 10--140 W\
Surface temperature (°C): 50--120\
Pressure: 10--3 torro35nm size silver nanoparticles, 0.3% volume concentration, 45° inclination angle and 120--140 W heat input had given best thermal performance.2016Ramachandran et al. [@bib60]Types of nanofluids: Al~2~O~3~-CuO/DI Water\
% concentration: 0.1 v%\
Filling ratio: 5.12 ml\
Particle size (nm): 50Heat Load (W): 50-250\
Pressure: 10--4 torroThermal resistance of hybrid nanofluid with Al~2~O~3~ 25%-CuO 50% shows 44.25% reduction in thermal resistance.2016Senthil et al. [@bib61]Types of nanofluids: Al~2~O~3~/DI Water\
% concentration: 1 v%\
Filling ratio: 25, 50, 75, 100%\
Particle size (nm): 50Orientation (Deg.): 0, 30, 60, 90o75% filling ratio and 30° inclination angle showed better thermal efficiency as compared with DI water.2016Kavusi et al. [@bib62]Types of nanofluids: Al~2~O~3~, Ag, CuO/Water\
% concentration: 2, 5, 10 V%\
Particle size (nm): 10, 20, 40Heat Load (W): 455, 1184, 2000oThermal efficiency was enhanced by 10.60% by using 0.10v% concentration.oOptimum angles were 60° and 45° for DI water and alcohol respectively.2017

### 2.1.4. Cylindrical sintered heat pipe {#sec2.1.4}

Kang et al. [@bib64], experimentally, investigated circular copper sintered heat pipe performance using nanofluid. Pure water with silver used as nanofluids and prepared by two step method using ultrasonic homogenizer. TEM analysis was used to study micro structure. Kumaresa et al. [@bib65], experimentally, investigated thermal characteristics of copper sintered wick heat pipe using DI water-CuO nanofluid. Working medium was prepared by ultrasonic homogenizer at 40kHz frequency for 60 min and characterized using XRD and HR TEM technique. Khalili et al. [@bib66], experimentally and numerically investigated and compared the thermal performance of simple and novel (partly sintered) sintered wick heat pipe. Variation of thermal resistance with heat input in annularly sintered wick heat pipe is shown in [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} for various filling ratio.Fig. 12Thermal resistance v.s. heat input for the annularly sintered wick heat pipe (Khalili et al. [@bib66]).Fig. 12*Reprinted from Applied Thermal Engineering, 94, M. Khalili,M.B. Shafii, Experimental and numerical investigation of the thermalperformance of a novel sintered-wick heat pipe, Pages No.59-75, Copyright (2016), with permission from Elsevier*

Sadeghinezhad et al. [@bib67], experimentally, investigated thermal performance of sintered heat pipe using Graphene Nanoplatelets (GNP)/Water. Nanofluids were prepared by two step method using ultrasonication probe. FESEM and TEM techniques were used for characterization. Vijaykumar et al. [@bib68], experimentally, studied thermal characteristics of cylindrical sintered wick heat pipe using CuO and Al~2~O~3~ nanofluid. Nanofluids were prepared by two step method using ultrasonic homogenizer for 60 min. Micro structure was observed by TEM and crystalline pattern was investigated using XRD technique. Vijaykumar et al. [@bib69], experimentally, studied heat transfer characteristics of copper sintered wick heat pipe using CuO and Al~2~O~3~ nanofluids. Actual image of experimental set up along with all necessary measuring devices was as per shown in [Fig. 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 13Experimental set up (Vijaykumar et al. [@bib69]).Fig. 13*Reprinted from Journal of the Taiwan Institute of Chemical Engineers, 81, M. Vijayakumar,P. Navaneethakrishnan,G. Kumaresan,R. Kamatchi, A study on heat transfer characteristics of inclined copper sintered wick heat pipe using surfactant free CuO and Al2O3 nanofluids, Pages No.190-198, Copyright (2017), with permission from Elsevier*

Nanoparticles were dispersed in DI water by two step method using ultrasonic homogenizer at 40kHz frequency for 60 min. XRD and HRTEM techniques were used for characterization. Effect of temperature on surface tension and specific heat for various concentration were as per shown in [Fig. 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"} (see [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 14(a) Surface tension and (b) specific heat of CuO (Continious line) and Al~2~O~3~ (Dashed line) nanofluids under varying concentrations (Vijaykumar et al. [@bib69]).Fig. 14*Reprinted from Journal of the Taiwan Institute of Chemical Engineers, 81, M. Vijayakumar,P. Navaneethakrishnan,G. Kumaresan,R. Kamatchi, A study on heat transfer characteristics of inclined copper sintered wick heat pipe using surfactant free CuO and Al2O3 nanofluids, Pages No.190-198, Copyright (2017), with permission from Elsevier*Table 6Summary of experimental and theoretical works related to cylindrical heat pipe with sintered wick structure using nanofluids.Table 6LiteratureDesc. of Working MediumDesc. of operating parametersCritique OutcomeYearKang et al. [@bib64]Types of nanofluids: Ag/Water\
% concentration: 1, 10, 100 ml/lit.\
Particle size (nm): 10, 35Heat Load (W): 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 W\
Surface temperature (°C): 40-70oAs compare with water at 20W, using nanofluids 70W heat load can be applied to heat pipe.oNon linear relation with nanoparticles size and concentration.2009Kumaresa et al. [@bib65]Types of nanofluids: CuO/DI Water\
% concentration: 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 wt%\
Filling ratio: 34% of HP\
Particle size (nm): 39.1Orientation (Deg.): 0-90\
Heat Load (W): 10--160 W\
Surface temperature (°C): 0-80\
Pressure: 13.46 kPaoOptimum title angle and weight concentration were 45° and 1.0 wt % respectively.oReduction in thermal resistance, enhancement in HTC and thermal conductivity were 66.1%, 29.4 % and 63.5 % respectively.2014Khalili et al. [@bib66]Filling ratio: 10, 20, 30, 45Orientation (Deg.): 0, 90, 270\
Heat Load (W): 0-150oOptimum filling ratio was 20%.oThermal resistance of partly sintered wick heat pipe was lower by 28%, 17% and 47% as compare with annular sintered wick heat pipe for vertical, horizontal and reverse-vertical orientation.2016Sadeghinezhad et al. [@bib67]Types of nanofluids: Graphene/Water\
% concentration: 0.025, 0.05, 0.075 wt%Orientation (Deg.): 0, 30, 60, 90\
Heat Load (W): 20, 40, 60, 80\
Surface temperature (°C): 10-40o0.1wt% concentration gives best performance.2016Vijaykumar et al. [@bib68]Types of nanofluids: CuO, Al~2~O~3~/DI Water\
% concentration: 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 %\
Particle size (nm): 50Orientation (Deg.): 0, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90\
Heat Load (W): 10-160oOptimum inclination angle was 45°.oOptimum concentrations were 1.0 wt% for CuO and 1.5 wt% for Al~2~O~3~.oHTC was increased by 32.99% and 24.59% for CuO and Al~2~O~3~ respectively.2016Vijaykumar et al. [@bib69]Types of nanofluids: CuO, Al~2~O~3~/DI Water\
% concentration: 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 wt%\
Particle size (nm): 20, 50Orientation (Deg.): 0-90\
Heat Load (W): 30-150\
Surface temperature (°C): 0-30oMax. thermal efficiency of Heat pipe filled with CuO was 30.42 % at 1.0 wt% concentration and Al~2~O~3~ was 26.17 % at 1.5 wt% concentration.2017

### 2.1.5. Flat heat pipe {#sec2.1.5}

Alizad et al. [@bib70], prepared analytical model of flat shaped heat pipe to investigate the thermal performance and operational attributes using CuO, Al~2~O~3~ and TiO~2~ nanofluids. Transient behaviour, performance and operational characteristics of flat heat pipe using nanofluids were investigated. Higher concentration of nanoparticles increases the thermal performance.

### 2.1.6. Loop heat pipe {#sec2.1.6}

Putra et al. [@bib71], experimentally, studied thermal performance of biomaterial wick loop heat pipe with Al~2~O~3~/water nanofluid for electronic equipment cooling. Massive, tabulate, foliose, branching and S. powder of Cu were used as wick material. Nanofluids were prepared by dispersing Al~2~O~3~ nanoparticles in DI water using ultrasonication at concentration of 1 v%, 3 v% and 5 v%. Biomaterial structure of wicks was investigated using SEM photograph. Thermal resistance of biomaterial wick was reduced by 56.3% as compared with sintered wick. Tharayil et al. [@bib72], experimentally, investigated loop heat pipe using grapheme oxide/water nanofluids. Nanofluids were prepared by two step method using ultrasonic homogenization. The lowest thermal resistance value was 21.6% observed for optimum concentration as compare with DI water.

### 2.1.7. Oscillating heat Pipe(OHP) {#sec2.1.7}

Ji et al. [@bib73], experimentally, investigated the effect of Al~2~O~3~ particle size on heat transfer performance in an oscillating heat pipe (6 turns). 50nm, 80nm, 2.2 um and 20 um diameter particles were used in study. Nanofluids of 0.5 wt% were prepared by direct dispersion of nanoparticles in base fluid and stirred by using ultrasonic oscillator for 1 hr. SEM technique was used for characterization. Nanoparticles with 80 nm size had best heat transfer performance among all four. Ji et al. [@bib74], Experimentally, investigated the heat transfer performance in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS-one type of transparent material) oscillating heat pipe (5 turns) using ethanol and Al~2~O~3~/ethanol as working medium with 70% filling ratio as shown in [Fig. 15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"}. The dimensions are as shown in [Fig. 16](#fig16){ref-type="fig"}. Electric field was also applied on it. Cylindrical shaped alumina nanoparticles wee added in to the based fluid and mixed using magnetic stirrer for 1 day and sonicated using ultrasonic oscillator for one hour. TEM technique was applied to study the characteristics of nanoparticles. Results shows negligible effect of electric field on heat transfer performance of heat pipe.Fig. 15Photo of the PDMS OHP (Ji et al. [@bib74]).Fig. 15*Reprinted from Applied Thermal Engineering, 61, Yulong Ji, Gongwei Liu, Hongbin Ma, Gen Li, Yuqing Sun, An experimental investigation of heat transfer performance in apolydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) oscillating heat pipe, Pages No.690-697, Copyright (2013), with permission from Elsevier*Fig. 16Dimensions of OHP (Ji et al. [@bib74]).Fig. 16*Reprinted from Applied Thermal Engineering, 61, Yulong Ji, Gongwei Liu, Hongbin Ma, Gen Li, Yuqing Sun, An experimental investigation of heat transfer performance in apolydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) oscillating heat pipe, Pages No.690--697, Copyright (2013), with permission from Elsevier*

Su et al. [@bib75], Experimentally, studied the heat transfer performance of an oscillating heat pipe with Graphene oxide/self rewetting nanofluid. Self rewetting nanofluid was prepared by mixing graphene oxide dispersion solution with n-butanol alcohol solution. Nanofluids were prepared by mixing self rewetting fluids and graphene oxide dispersion solution. Heat transfer in self rewetting nanofluid was enhanced by 16% to that self rewetting fluid and 12% to that of nanofluid.

### 2.1.8. Pulsating heat pipe (PHP) {#sec2.1.8}

Goshayeshi et al. [@bib76], had experimentally investigated the heat transfer rate and temperature distribution without and with magnetic field in pulsating heat pipe (5 turns) using Fe~2~O~3~/Kerosene. Two step method using stirring for 5 hrs in sonicator bath was used for nanofluids preparation. DLS analysis was used for characterization. Magnetic field had decreased the thermal resistance by 12%. Kang et al. [@bib77], investigated pulsating heat pipe (5 turns) with magnetic field and without magnetic field by using Fe~3~O~4~/DI Water nanofluids. Magnetic field had improved thermal performance of PHP at lower heat input but effect was dominant at higher heat input. Xing et al. [@bib78], experimentally, investigated closed loop PHP using pure water and MWNTs nanofluid. One step method was used for nanofuid preparation. At 100 W heat input, thermal resistance of 0.1 wt% nanofluid was decreased by 34% as compare with pure water. Nazari et al. [@bib79], experimentally, investigated pulsating heat pipe using Graphene oxide/water nanofluids. Hammer (One Step) method was used for nanofluids preparation. XRD analysis was used to characterize the nanofluids. Graphene oxide sheets had increased thermal conductivity and viscosity of the base fluid. Thermal resistance of PHP was decreased as comparison with pure water.

### 2.1.9. Rotating heat pipe {#sec2.1.9}

Hassan et al. [@bib80], had investigated the performance of rotating heat pipe using Cu, CuO and Al~2~O~3~/Water nanofluids using mathematical model. The test was conducted with 5 and 10 nm size particles and 0.2 and 4 v% concentration. Heat load was varied by 40--140W. The heat transfer rate was increased by increasing temperature difference, volume fraction and radius of solid surface. Cu--water nanofluid had maximum heat transfer compared with CuO--water and Al~2~O~3~--water nanofluids.

2.2. Critique of review work {#sec2.2}
============================

2.2.1. Construction of heat pipe {#sec2.2.1}
--------------------------------

Apart from few, major investigators have used copper tube as heat pipe materials for cylindrical heat pipe container. Kang et al. [@bib77], Liou et al. [@bib81] and Liu et al. [@bib33] have used glass tube for heat pipe manufacturing. Ji et al. [@bib74] have used PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) one type of transparent tube for heat pipe. Kim et al. [@bib53], Kim et al. [@bib58] and Parametthanuwat et al. [@bib30] have used steel based heat pipe materials. There are 11 articles in which investigator had used heat pipe with more than 1000 mm length, 04 had used 800--999 mm length, 06 had used 600--799 mm length, 07 had used 400--599 mm length 28 had used 200--300 mm length and 08 had used length with less than 100 mm as per their requirement. Heat pipe with length in between 200-300 mm is most popular among the researchers as it had more industrial applications. Similarly heat pipe container with less than 10 mm diameter is most common and large numbers of investigators have used it. This small diameter makes thermal management system more complex which the key need of current cooling system in electronic components. Due to ease of manufacturing and assembling, screen mesh wick with 2 nos of layer is most favorable in investigators. Except, Putra et al. [@bib71], other researchers have used copper or steel material for wick structure.

Nazari et al. [@bib79], Kang et al. [@bib77], Xing et al. [@bib78] and Goshayeshi et al. [@bib76] used pulsating heat pipe. Ji et al. [@bib74], Ji et al. [@bib73] and Su et al. [@bib75] used oscillating type heat pipe for their investigation. Putra et al. [@bib71] and Tharayil et al. [@bib72] used loop heat pipe. Alizad et al. [@bib70] investigated transient behavior, performance and operational characteristics of flat shaped heat pipe. Hassan et al. [@bib80] used rotating heat pipe.

2.2.2. Working medium {#sec2.2.2}
---------------------

Large number of investigators has used water as a base fluid for nanofluids preparation due to easy of availability, low cost, high specific heat, low viscosity and low pumping power need in water based working medium. Saleh et al. [@bib50], Toghrale et al. [@bib82] and Vafaei et al. [@bib83] have used Ethylene glycol as base liquid for nanofluids. Ji et al. [@bib74] and Grissa et al. [@bib84] used ethanol for nanofluids preparation. Su et al. [@bib75] used self rewetting material, Yang et al. [@bib85] used ammonia, Alijani et al. [@bib86] used IPA (Isopropyl Alchohole), Goshayeshi et al. [@bib76], used kerosene, Hormozi et al. [@bib87] used SDS (Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate) as base fluid for nanofluids preparation. Oxides are hydrophilic in nature which can be easily disperse in polar basefluid like water. The used of nanoparticles made from aluminum oxide and copper oxide in nanofluids is maximum due to large thermal conductivity of both metals.

2.2.3. Operating variables {#sec2.2.3}
--------------------------

Investigator had mentioned concentration of nanoparticles in base fluid via two technique (1) mass concentration and (2) volume concentration. Both this techniques are interchangeable, i.e. By using simple one calculation anyone can change mass concentration to volume concentration and vice a versa. Mass concentration in between 0.5-3.0 wt% and volume concentration in between 1-5 v% is commonly used by large number of researchers. Major researchers have found that 1.0 wt% have optimum thermal performance of nanofluids in heat pipe. Less concentration of nanoparticles have poor heat transfer property of working medium and more concentration of nanoparticles leads to increase the viscosity of working medium.

Filling ratio is percentage of working fluid filled inside the heat pipe. In few papers, filling ratio was mentioned with reference to evaporator volume and few were mentioned it with heat pipe volume. Ji et al. [@bib74] and Kang et al. [@bib77] used filling ratio as 70 %, Liu et al. [@bib33], Wang et al. [@bib56] and Liu et al. [@bib42] used 60 %, Ji et al. [@bib73], Liu et al. [@bib36], Wang et al. [@bib37], Wang et al. [@bib46], Xing et al. [@bib78], Su et al. [@bib75] and Goshayeshi et al. [@bib76] used 50%, Chavda [@bib59] used 40 % of evaporator volume. Kumaresa et al. [@bib65] investigated heat pipe with filling ratio of 34%, Menlik et al. [@bib34] with 33.3%, Subramaniyan et al. [@bib88] and Li et al. [@bib89] and Tharayil et al. [@bib72] with 30 %, Parametthanuwat et al. [@bib30] with 30, 40, 80%, Chen et al. [@bib90] and Senthil et al. [@bib61] with 25%, Hung et al. [@bib91] and Teng et al. [@bib92] with 20, 40, 60, 80, Mousa [@bib1] with 20, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 70, 80, 100%, Chiang et al. [@bib93] with 20, 30, 40, Mahdavi et al. [@bib63] and Khalili et al. [@bib66] with 10, 20, 30, 45% of heat pipe volume. Heat pipe with low filling ratio have dry out condition whereas higher filling ratio leads to over feeding and presence of unwanted working medium inside the heat pipe.

There are only limited numbers of research article in which investigators have mentioned working medium pressure inside the heat pipe. Latibari et al. [@bib39] worked with 1 kPa, Kim et al. [@bib53] have 12.5 kPa, Kumaresa et al. [@bib65] used 13.46 kPa, Putra et al. [@bib43] kept137.8 kPa, Kim et al. [@bib58] worked with14.5 kPa, Liu et al. [@bib42] maintained 19.97, 12.38, 7.45 kPa, Wang et al. [@bib56] worked with 26--30 kPa, Chen et al. [@bib90] used 7.38, 15.75, 31.18 kPa, Venkatachalapathy et al. [@bib55] have 7.45 kPa, Wang et al. [@bib46], Liu et al. [@bib36] and Liu et al. [@bib40] worked with 7.45, 12.38, 19.97 kPa, Shafahi et al. [@bib94] worked with -1200-0 pa, Kamyar et al. [@bib32] used -0.9 bar, Mousa [@bib1] have 0.01 bar, Wang et al. [@bib37] with 0.086 Pa, Goshayeshi et al. [@bib76] maintained 0.1 Pa, Kang et al. [@bib77] have 0.35 torr, Hajian et al. [@bib3] used 10-2 torr, Mahdavi et al. [@bib63] worked on10-3 torrChavda [@bib59] kept 10-3 torr and Ramachandran et al. [@bib60] worked with 10--4 torr. Selection of pressure is based on saturation limit of working medium but for same working fluid the thermal performance was enhanced by increasing pressure.

There are so many other applications, apart from heat pipe were experimental and numerical investigation had been carried using nanofluids. Few of them, which are related with to thermal systems like Computer Processor [@bib95], car radiator \[[@bib96],[@bib97]\], Heat sinks \[[@bib98], [@bib99], [@bib100]\], minichannel [@bib101], microprocessor \[[@bib102],[@bib103]\], Brayton cycle [@bib104], circular concentric pipes [@bib105], channel [@bib106], solar collector [@bib107] etc are investigated using different types of nanofluids.

2.3. Statistical analysis {#sec2.3}
=========================

Nanofluid and hybrid nanofluid based heat pipe analysis are considered in this review work. The research work carried out in last decade are identified in various aspects, which includes, performance characteristics, experimental analysis, nanofluid preparation method and characterization technique. The publications referred to this article are mainly from Elsevier, Taylor & Francis, Springer publication and a conference proceeding which have significant nature.

There are few review articles \[[@bib108]--[@bib113]\] related to heat pipe with nanofluid since 2010 as shown in [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}. It was observed that the published review articles focused on a nanofluid only in one aspect as on 2018. There has been no comprehensive review on use of hybrid nanofluid in heat pipe technology since 2018.Table 7Heat pipe with nanofluid in previous articles.Table 7AuthorTitleJournalYearSureshkumar et al. [@bib108]Heat transfer characteristics of nanofluids in heat pipes: A reviewRenewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews2013Alawi et al. [@bib109]Fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics of nanofluids in heat pipes: A reviewInternational communications in Heat and Mass Transfer2014Chan et al. [@bib110]Heat utilization technologies: A critical review of heat pipesRenewable and Sustainable Enegry Reviews2015Sonawana et al. [@bib111]Effect of Nanofluids on Heat Pipe Thermal Performance: A Review of the Recent LiteratureInternational Journal of Engineering and Applied Sciences2016Mohamed et al. [@bib112]A Review: On the Heat Pipe and its ApplicationsProceedings of 4th International Conference on Energy Engineering2017Gupta et al. [@bib113]Heat transfer mechanisms in heat pipes using nanofluids-A reviewExperimental Thermal and Fluid Science2017

The number of total papers published under different heat pipe and wick structure is shown in [Fig. 17](#fig17){ref-type="fig"}. It was observed that more research papers have been published in the field of nanofluid as working medium in heat pipe for the past 10 years. The number of papers published between 2009 and 2018 is shown in [Fig. 18](#fig18){ref-type="fig"}. It was found that more number of papers was published in 2017.Fig. 17Articles published on various types of heat pipes.Fig. 17Fig. 18Number of paper\'s published between 2009 and 2018.Fig. 18

The comprehensive review of researches available in open literature related to use of various types of nanofluids in various types of heat pipes have been carried out and presented in [Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}.Table 8Analysis of various nanofluids with various types of heat pipes.Table 8Thermal SystemSintered wick type HPGrooved type HPScreen Mesh type HPThermosyphonFlat HPLoop HPOscillating HPPulsating HPRotating HPTotalPure Metals as NanoparticlesSilver1 [@bib64]-6 [@bib3], [@bib41], [@bib43], [@bib47], [@bib59], [@bib62]1 [@bib30]\-\-\-\--**8**Cu-1 [@bib40]4 [@bib41], [@bib44], [@bib45], [@bib48]\-\-\-\--1 [@bib80]**6**Ti\-\--1 [@bib32]\-\-\-\--**1**Gold\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--**0**Metal Oxides as NanoparticlesAl~2~O~3~2 [@bib68], [@bib69]1 [@bib35]4 [@bib1], [@bib54], [@bib61], [@bib62]2 [@bib28], [@bib32]1 [@bib70]1 [@bib71]2 [@bib73], [@bib74]-1 [@bib80]**14**CuO3 [@bib65], [@bib68], [@bib69]3 [@bib36], [@bib37], [@bib40]4 [@bib12], [@bib42], [@bib55], [@bib62], [@bib90]1 [@bib33]1 [@bib70]\-\--1 [@bib80]**13**TiO~2~\--2 [@bib49], [@bib51]-1 [@bib70]\-\-\--**3**ZnO\--1 [@bib50]\-\-\-\-\--**1**MgO\-\--1 [@bib34]\-\-\-\--**1**Fe~2~O~3~/Fe~3~O~4~\-\--2 [@bib29], [@bib31]\-\--2 [@bib76], [@bib77]-**4**SiO~2~-1 [@bib40]1 [@bib56]2 [@bib32], [@bib90]\-\-\-\--**4**CarbideTiC\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--**0**SiC\--2 [@bib52], [@bib53]\-\-\-\-\--**2**NitridesAIN\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--**0**SiN\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--**0**CarbonDiamond\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--**0**Graphite1 [@bib67]1 [@bib39]1 [@bib58]\--1 [@bib72]1 [@bib73]1 [@bib79]-**6**MWCNT\-\-\-\-\-\--1 [@bib78]-**1**Hybrid Nanofluids-1 [@bib38]1 [@bib60]\-\-\-\-\--**2Total7826103234366**

The number of research articles published using particular types of heat pipe charged with particular types of nanofluids is shown in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}. As per [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, the researches published using cylindrical (particularly Screen mesh) heat pipe are in maximum number. Similarly, the maximum numbers of studies of various types of heat pipe charged with Al~2~O~3~ and CuO based nanofluids are reported. This lead to primary finding that, most common configurations of heat pipe is cylindrical heat pipe with screen mesh wick structure and most common nanofluids employed to enhance the thermal performance are Al~2~O~3~ and CuO. This might be due to fact that cylindrical configuration can be adjusted at most of all types of applications where as other types of configuration require proper space and orientation. Yet performance of heat pipe charged with water based nanoparticles such as Gold, Ti, ZnO, MgO, TiC, AlN, SiN, diamond, MWCNT and hybrid nanoparticles are needed to be evaluated. Similarly the performances of other types of heat pipe are to be evaluated using various nanofluids.

The number of research articles published using particular types nanofluid prepared with particular types of preparation method are as shown in [Fig. 19](#fig19){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 19No. of researches along with types of nanofluids and preparation method.Fig. 19

As shown in Figure, the maximum number of researchers had used two step methods to prepare the nanofluids. It may be due to easy availability of oxide based nanoparticles and simple physical process of two step method. Whereas one step method required complex mechanical, thermal and chemical processes which leads to consumption of large amount of money and time. Preparation of metal oxides based nanofluids using two step method is recent trend.

The number of research articles published related to characterization of nanofluids using particular types nanofluids with particular types of characterization technique are shown in [Fig. 20](#fig20){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 20No. of researches along with types of nanofluids and characterization techniques.Fig. 20

As per Figure, the maximum number of researchers used SEM, TEM and XRD technique to characterize the nanofluids. Characterization nanofluids using SEM, TEM and XRD techniques are recent trend. XRD technique is use for the study of crystalline structure of nanoparticles. TEM has much higher resolution than SEM. This analysis, suggest to used TEM technique for the analysis of micro structure and surface morphology of nanofluids.

2.4. Future trends {#sec2.4}
==================

The previous section may help to predict the current research status of nanofluid based heat pipe technology. The possible research direction of different heat pipes using mono and hybrid nanofluid are discussed in this section.

Major investigations had been carried out on cylindrical shaped heat pipe which is most commonly used heat pipe in industrial applications due to simple in construction, handling, filling and refilling of working fluid. Future research direction can focus on the study on variation of heat pipe performance with respect to heat load fluctuation, optimum orientation and material of heat pipe.

A considerable amount of research work has been carried out using mono nanofluid as working medium. The published research works are related to types of nanofluid, types of wick structure, concentration of nanoparticles, filling ratio, orientation and heat load and so on limited amount of research works has been conducted in the field of use of hybrid nanofluid and comparison of hybrid nanofluid with nanofluid in which individual nanoparticles were suspended. Considerable research work might be carried out using hybrid nanofluids to investigate the effect of various suspended nanoparticles, proportion of suspended particles, its concentration, filling ratio and surface morphology and its preparation method on thermal performance of heat pipe. Preparation of nanofluid and hybrid nanofluid is also challenging task.

Heat pipe with enhanced thermal performance has major applications in the field of electronic component cooling, automobile radiator, satellite equipment cooling, refrigeration and air conditioning system, high power LEDs cooling, phase change materials (PCM), micro reactors etc.

3. Conclusion {#sec3}
=============

This paper presents an overview of thermal performance of heat pipe using mono and hybrid nanofluids as working medium. Open literature shows great potential of mono and hybrid nanofluids for the enhancement of heat transfer in heat pipe. Following conclusions can be drawn from study:1.Performance enhancement of heat pipe using oxide based nanofluids especially aluminum and copper have higher potential to enhance the thermal performance by considering cost effectiveness.2.Mass concentration of nanoparticles inside the base fluid plays important role in heat pipe performance. 1.0 wt% is optimum concentration for better performance. Enhanced concentration have presence of excess amount working medium and less concentration leads to dry out condition in heat pipe.3.Heat pipe with 50% filling ratio with respect to evaporator section volume have optimum thermal performance.4.Enhancement of heat pipe using nanofluids might be due to (1) bombards of suspended nanoparticles leads to more number of vapour bubbles which reduce the size and numbers of bubbles i.e. enhancement in heat transfer at evaporator section, (2) enhancement in thermophysical properties of working medium like thermal conductivities etc., (3) artificial layer of nanoparticles on wall surface enhance heat transfer coefficient and heat flux. It also increases heat transfer area by creating porous structure due to deposition of nanoparticles on surface.5.Augmentation thermal conductivity is possible only by using hybrid nanofluid in place of mono nanofluid.6.The main approach for the use of hydrid nanoparticle based working medium is to get benefit of increased heat transfer rate and stability while lowered viscosity due to synergetic effect.

Furthermore theoretical and experimental investigations are needed to understand thermal performance of heat pipe using % concentration, types of heat pipe, types of working medium, proportion of suspended nanoparticles in hybrid fluid, inclination angle, filling ratio, heat input, temperature range etc.
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